On Jacobi's Theorem respecting the relative equilibrium of a Revolving Ellipsoid of Fluid, and on Ivory's discussion of the Theorem." By I. Todhunter, M.A., F.R.S., late Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge. Received November 23, 1869*.
1. The late James Ivory contributed to the Philosophical Transac tions various memoirs on the subject of the equilibrium of fluids and the figure of the earth : the memoirs will be found in the volumes for 1824, 1831, 1834, and 1839. Ivory objected to the received theory of the equi librium of fluids, and advocated some peculiar opinions at great length, and with much repetition. I do not propose now to criticise these memoirs; I will merely state that I consider them to be altogether unsatisfactory.
2. There is, however, one theorem in the general subject to which I now propose to draw attention, namely, Jacobi's theorem respecting the possibility of the relative equilibrium of an ellipsoid of fluid having three unequal axes and revolving about the least. Ivory discussed this theorem, and his errors are so numerous and so singular, that I have thought it would be desirable to place the corrections before the Society which origi nally received and published Ivory's communications. In correcting Ivory's errors and supplying his defects, I shall add something to the discussions which have hitherto been given of the theorem itself. It will be seen as we proceed that one of Ivory's errors has been already noticed and corrected.
3. Ivory first alluded to the matter in the memoir of 1834, which was read to the Royal Society a few months before Jacobi announced his discovery of the theorem. O f course at that date Ivory held the common.opinion, that the relative equilibrium of a revolving ellipsoid with three unequal axes was impossible. But he does not merely acquiesce in the erroneous opinion, he attempts to demonstrate it in the following manner :-" Further, the figure of the fluid in equilibrium can be no other than a spheroid of revolution. Draw a plane through the axis of rotation and any point ( x y z) in the surface of the fluid. This plane will contain th part of the attraction of the spheroid which is parallel to the axis of rota tion, or to the coordinate x: it will also contain directed at right angles from the axis of rotation. The same plane will also contain the resultant o f the attractions parallel to y and z ; for if it did not, the resultant might be resolved into two forces, one contained in the plane, and the other perpendicular to i t ; and the force perpendicular to the plane would partly act in a direction touching the surface of the spheroid, which is inconsistent with the equilibrium of the fluid. Where fore, the whole attractive force at any point in the surface of the spheroid is contained in a plane passing through the point and the axis of rotation; which obviously excludes ellipsoids with three unequal axes, and limits the figures of equilibrium to spheroids formed by the revolution of an ellipsis about the axis of rotation; . . . " . . The error here begins with the sentence which I have put in italics; the resultant of the attractions parallel to y and g need not act in the plane which Ivory specifies : the component which he obtains in a plane touching the surface may be balanced by a like component arising from the attrac tion parallel to x and the the so-called centrifugal force.
To the Philosophical Transactions for 1838
Ivory contributed a memoir of ten pages on Jacobi's theorem. Ivory devotes a few sentences to the history of the matter. H e records the fact that Lagrange had inferred that the figure of relative equilibrium must be a figure of revolu tion. He makes no allusion, however, to his own erroneous demonstration in the volume for 1834.
5. The object of the memoir seems to be twofold-to establish Jacobi's theorem, and to deduce numerical results relating to the extreme possible cases analogous to those which had long been known relating to the extreme possible cases for an ellipsoid of revolution. The first object is attained ; Jacobi's theorem is demonstrated in a manner resembling that which had previously been used by Liouville. The second object Ivory fails to attain, owing to an error in his process.
6. In the second page of the memoir there is an error in mechanics re sembling that which we have already noticed in Art. 3. A t any point in the surface of an ellipsoid, let the normal to the surface be drawn; and let it be terminated by the principal plane which is perpendicular to the axis of rotation : let p be the length of this straight line. At the same point in the surface draw a straight line in the direction of the resultant of the attraction of the whole mass of the ellipsoid, and let it be terminated by the same principal plane ; let p' be the length of this straight line, then Ivory says :-" Let a denote the third side of the triangle which has p and p' for its other sides : then a will represent the only force which, together with the attractive force p', will produce a resultant in the direction of p at right angles to the surface of the ellipsoid."
This statement is quite wrong. Any straight line which is in the same plane as the normal at any point, and the direction of the resultant attrac tion at that point, may be taken for the direction of such an additional force as Ivory requires; and the magnitude of the force can then be properly determined.
7. In order to render the discussion of Ivory's memoir readily intel ligible, it will be necessary to indicate briefly the demonstration of Jacobi's theorem.
Let the equation to an ellipsoid be l + \ a i + ft2 = k \ The attractions which the ellipsoid exerts on a point y, s) parallel to the axes of coordinates are known to be respectively By, Cs, where " From the equation (4 ) we learn that q will be known when l is given, or that every spheroid of a determinate form requires an appropriate velocity of rotation. ** The inspection of the same equation is sufficient to show that q is positive for all values of l2; and as it vanishes both when 2 is zero and infinitely great, it must pass at least once from increasing to decreasing, or it will admit of at least one maximum value. By differentiating with regard to l we obtain
from which formula we learn that -^rr, is positive between the limits 0 2 Idl and /2= 1 ; that it will consist of a positive and a negative part when l 2 is greater than 1 ; and the positive part decreasing while the negative p a r t increases, that it will ultimately be negative when l2 is infinitely great.
It follows therefore that can be only once equal to zero, and conse quently that q can have only one maximum value, while P increases from 0 to oc ." This is quite unsound, because the words which I have put in italics are untrue. There are two ways of separating the integral into a positive part and a negative part. We may take for the positive part the integral between the limits 0 and I , and for the negative part the integral between the limits i and 1. Or we may put the integral in the form v Jo ( 1 + / V ) 3 Jo ( l+ Z V ) 8. * I do not know which of these two ways Ivory adopted. It is true that in each of them the positive part decreases as l increases ; but in each of them the negative part is finite when l is finite, and is infinitesimal when l is in finite, and so does not always increase with l as Ivory supposes. 9. However, although Ivory's reasoning is unsound, the result which he wishes to establish is correct, as I shall now show.
( 1 -lW )d x Consider the integral Jo We have to show that ( 1 -H V y as l increases from unity to infinity, the integral vanishes and changes sign once, and only once. It is obvious that the integral must vanish once, because it is positive when 1 = 1, and negative when l=<x. : it is indeed infinitesimal in the latter case, but the sign is certainly negative.
Put z for l a s; thus the integral becomes ( 1 + 0 (9 + 0
Ivory gives these formulae with some misprints. Now it has been shown by Laplace that the equation (6 ) has one positive root, and only one, namely, when l -2 * 5 2 9 .... Se Livre III. No. 20.
11. We now return to Jacobi's theorem. We take the integral in (3), and put
x for u ; we put X-/x=r, and we may suppose X greater than //, that t is positive ; and we put \p=p. Ivory says: ** It is obvious that there is only one value of p that will verify the equation just found; for the integral can pass only once from being positive to be negative while p increases from 1 to be infinitely great." I cannot admit that this assertion is obvious ; the result, however, may be established by the following investigation:-Denote the integral by u; as long as p is less than uni and when p is infinite u is negative. Thus u must vanish once asp changes from unity to infinity : we have to show that u can vanish only once.
I f the equation u = 0 could have more than one root, it m roots at least; and then the equation ^= 0 must have two roots at least:.
this we shall show to be impossible. We have du .. : dp -c cl'Q Thus is always positive when p is greater than 3, and thereforecontinually increases, and so cannot vanish more than once. Hence v cannot vanish more than once, and therefore u cannot vanish more than once. Thus u is always negative when p has any value greater than that which makes u vanish.
13. There is also another way in which the result may be established. It will be found that -x F ) (1 -p 2a;2)dx _ 3-j-13/? 3 -f-14y + 3/>2 Jo (1 4-px'2) 3 8p2 8
Then it may be shown that the last expression will vanish once, and only once, as p changes from 1 tooc . This method is adopted by Liouville in an article in his ' Journal de Mathematiques' for April 1839: the article consists of observations on the memoir by Ivory, which we are discussing. Liouville says that the value of p , which makes the last expression vanish, is a little less than 2. Ivory has a formula which is equivalent to this, but he does not employ it to show that there is only one value of p ; for he had already, as we have seen, stated this to be obvious. From the circumstance that Liouville gives a strict demonstration, it is plain that he agrees with me in thinking that Ivory's statement is not obvious.
According to Ivory, the value of p which satisfies (8) is 1'9414. . . . "We will denote this by p 0.
14. I shall now show that if we ascribe t o p any value greater than a corresponding value of r exists, which will make V vanish.
Let such a value be ascribed to p ; then from Art. 12 it follows that, with this value of p and with r = 0 , the value of V will be negative : we shall now show that by taking r large enough V will be positive, a?2( l -x 2) (1 -p 2x 2)dx (7 ); and supposing that p and t2 vary so as always to satisfy that equation, we shall have + <JVTdr== 0. dp rdr Now, r2 representing any positive quantity, we may conceive it to increase from zero to be infinitely great; in which case it follows from the nature of the function V, that during the whole increase d Y will be negative: wherefore the other term will be positive; which requires that p decrease continually."
It is here in fact asserted that ^-is negative for such values of p and dr r as make V vanish; this is, however, wrong, as equation (9 ) The investigation of Art. 16 is taken in substance from Liouvilles memoir; he also demonstrates the proposition of Art. 14, but not in the way which I have adopted.
18. The extract given in the preceding article from Ivory s memoir involves another error, which Liouville does not notice: the words " which requires th a tp decrease continually," contain an arbitrary unproved asser tion. We have dp dr dr hence i f £ £ were negative, ^ J would be positive; then & might be positive or it might be negative: we cannot assert at once, as Ivory does, that -must be negative. Suppose, for example, that V stood for p ' -r -1; dr then YY would be negative for positive values of r, and p would continually dr increase with t.
19.
As I have already stated, Ivory accepted the correction made by Liouville; but in the two pages in which the mistake is acknowledged other untenable assertions are advanced. It was in effect necessary for Ivory's purpose to trace the curve determined by V = 0 in the first quadrant; but instead of demonstration such as we have supplied in Art. 14, I
gives unwarranted assertions of the kind already noticed in Art. 18.
We have £V = _ r 1 A ! (3+2p-pV) (1 + i»-s) + 2 j dp , dV from which it follows that, whatever positive number t stands for, -is negative for all values of p that make 3 + 2 -p~ positive, that is, for all values of p less than 3. This Ivory gives, and so far he is correct; -is certainly negative, and not zero, so long as p is less than 3. Ivory wishes to show that -can never be zero. He takes the differential equadp tion d \ , . dV 7 d p + --Tdr-. dp This is quite unsound. Regard as the abscissa and r as the corre sponding ordinate of a curve determined by V =0; then assuming that YY is always positive, yet YY may vanish; that is, there may be a point dr dp or points on the curve at which the tangent is parallel to the axis of abscissae. Suppose, for example, that V stood for r3-pii-\-4ap2-
then -is always positive, YY is negative when p is less than a, and dr dp . . , 5a
vanishes when p -a or -. O I do not assert that YY can vanish in the present case ; I only maintain dp that Ivory's argument to show that YY cannot vanish is unsound. I shall presently demonstrate that cannot vanish. According to Ivory's statement it would be necessary that 3-\-4p-\-2pT2 should be greater th a n p 3 ;
Ivory concludes the two pages in the Philosophical
whereas we see that it would be sufficient that S + 5p-{-p2 + 2p-2 should be greater thany>3.
Ivory's second statement is inconsistent with his first, but becomes con sistent with it if we change + 3 to -3 ; if, however, his second statement is to be taken as what he intended, and his first statement corrected to agree with it, his error is aggravated.
In fact, however, I doubt whether any such necessary criterion as Ivory V proposes can be easily deduced from the value of -. For, granting that is always negative and never zero, it will not follow that every eledp ment in the integral which expresses ^ must be negative, but only that the aggregate of the positive elements, if such there be, should fall short of the aggregate of the negative elements. However, be this as it may, there can be no doubt that the specific criterion which Ivory proposes is cpaite unsupported by demonstration. When p and r are very large, the relation between them is appi mately that given in Art. 15. 21. In Arts. 14 and 16 it is shown that for every given value of greater than p Q , there is one, and only one, value of r which will make V vanish.
We shall now show that corresponding to every value of r there is one, and only one, value o fp which will make Y vanish.
Whatever be the given value of r, it is obvious that Y is positive when On trial it will be found that this condition is satisfied, even when r is zero, provided^ be not greater than 4^-. Thus we have only to consider the case in which both p is greater than 4 i, and r i lUp T £ _, , _____ _____ _ . 22 is less than r£-; and we have to show that ^ is negative in this case. dp In venturing to present to the Royal Society a paper on a subject which has engaged the attention, more especially in France, of some of the most eminent engineers and writers on Mechanical Philosophy, the author feels it to be incumbent on him to state the nature of the claim to their attention which he hopes it may be found to possess in point of originality or im provement on the method of treatment.
Put
To do this clearly, however, it will be necessary to advert to the principal steps by which progress in the knowledge of this subject has been made, both in France and in this country.
The theory of continuous beams appears to have first attracted attention in France about 1825, when a method of determining all the conditions of equilibrium of a straight beam of uniform section throughout, resting on any number of level supports at any distances apart, each span being loaded uniformly, but the uniform loads varying in any manner from one span to another, was investigated and published by M. Navier. This method, although perfectly exact for the assumed conditions, was objection able from the great labour and intricacy of the calculations it entailed.
